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Art & Architecture
Meets the Common Core and Texas State Standards

(TEKS and CSCOPE)
Fiction For Younger Readers

Ahlberg, Allan. Pencil. (047016) Ingman, 
Bruce il. A lonely pencil draws a boy, a dog, and 
other items but soon has problems as his creations 
begin demanding changes. (04-08) Candlewick 
2008 K,L,Q+,M+,C (AR/RC) $19.51 
Bean, Jonathan. Building Our House. 

(100337) il. A young girl narrates 
her family's move from the city to 
the country, where they have bought 
a piece of land and live in a trailer 
while they build a house from the 
ground up, with help from relatives 
and friends. (04-08) Farrar 2013 

B,K+,L+,Q+,M+,C,W (AR/RC) $20.91 
Carle, Eric. Artist Who Painted A Blue Horse. 
(186240) il. Rather than use the same old colors, 
a child paints animals and objects in a variety of 
different hues. Includes biographical information 
about the German painter Franz Marc, who created 
unconventional animal paintings in the early 
1900s. (03-06) Philomel 2011 B+,K,L,Q+,M,W+  
$20.21 
Carle, Eric. Draw Me A Star. (186259) An 
artist's drawing of a star begins the creation of 
an entire universe around him as each successive 
pictured object requests that he draw more. (04-
08) Putnam 1998 B,K+,L,C (AR/RC) $13.76 
Daly, Cathleen. Emily's Blue Period. (255739) 
Brown, Lisa il. After her parents get divorced, 
Emily finds comfort in making and learning about 
art. (06-08) Roaring Brook 2014 B,K,L+,Q,M+,C 
(AR/RC) $20.21
DePaola, Tomie. Art Lesson. (266260) Having 
learned to be creative in drawing pictures at 
home, young Tommy is dismayed when he goes 
to school and finds the art lesson there much more 
regimented. (05-08) Putnam 1989 B+,K,L,M,C 
(AR/RC) $13.28  
DiPucchio, Kelly S. Crafty Chloe. (280306) 
Ross, Heather il. Chloe is very good at sewing 
and crafts and when her best friend’s birthday 
approaches, she creates a fabulous gift but also 
saves the day for a classmate who had been 
unkind to her. (04-08) Atheneum 2012 K+,L,Q 
(AR/RC) $19.51 

Dominguez, Angela N. Knit Together. 
(285564) il. A little girl who loves to draw but 
cannot knit, and her mother who loves to knit 
but cannot draw, collaborate on a special project 
neither of them could have done alone. (03-05) 
Dial 2015 K,L,M,C $19.51
Freedman, Deborah (Deborah Jane) Blue 
Chicken.  (352771) il. An enterprising chicken 
attempts to help an artist paint the barnyard and 
accidentally turns the whole picture blue. (03-05) 
Viking 2011 B+,K+,L+,Q+,M,W (AR) $18.81 
Friend, Alison. Freddy & Frito And Clubhouse 
Rules. (357358) il. Best friends Freddy and Frito 
want a place where they can play together that 
has plenty of space and not too many rules, so 
they build a clubhouse that is perfect--until their 
families and friends come to visit. (04-08) Harper 
2015 K,L $20.21
Gerstein, Mordicai. First Drawing. (376104) 
il. Thirty thousand years ago, an imaginative 
child sees the shapes of animals in clouds and on 
the walls of the cave he shares with his family, 
but no one else can see them until he makes 
the world’s first drawing. (04-08) Little 2013 
B,K,L+,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR) $19.52
Goldin, David. Meet Me At The Art Museum: A 
Whimsical Look Behind The Scenes. (384192) 
il. Readers will learn all about museums in this 
fun and whimsical picture book about a discarded 
ticket. (04-08) Abrams 2012 B,K,L,Q,W (AR)  
$20.89 
Hall, Michael. Red: A Crayon's Story. 
(412633) il. Red's factory-applied label clearly 
says that he is red, but despite the best efforts of 
his teacher, fellow crayons and art supplies, and 
family members, he cannot seem to do anything 
right until a new friend offers a fresh perspective. 
(04-08) Greenwillow 2015 B+,K,L,M,W (AR/RC) 
$20.21
Hawkes, Kevin. Remy And Lulu. (427498) 
Harrison, Hannah E. il. A down-on-his-luck painter 
with poor eyesight teams up with a dog with a 
knack for painting portraits. (06-09) Knopf 2014 
B,K,L,Q+,M,W (AR/RC) $20.21
Horvath, James. Build, Dogs, Build: A Tall 
Tail. (464451) il. The doggy construction crew 
is back, and they're building a shiny high-rise with 
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a PET-house apartment on top! (04-08) Harper 
2014 K,L,Q,W $18.81
Kirk, Daniel. Library Mouse: Home Sweet 
Home. (520516) il. While the library that Sam 
and his adventurous friend Sarah live in is being 
renovated, the two mice try to make new homes 
for themselves in the attic, constructing everything 
from a yurt to a geodesic dome. (06-09) Abrams 
2013 B,K,L,Q (AR/RC) $19.49 
Kittinger, Jo S. House On Dirty-Third Street. 
(521556) Gonzalez, Thomas il. A mother and 
daughter work to turn a hopeless, rundown, dirty 
old house into a loving family home. (04-08) 
Peachtree 2012 B,K,L,Q (AR/RC) $19.49   
Kooser, Ted. House Held Up By Trees. 
(529858) Klassen, Jon il. After a family abandons 
a house, the tree saplings that were mowed 
down by the father over the years lift the house 
off its foundation. (04-10) Candlewick 2012 
B+,K,L,Q+,M,CA,W (AR) $19.51 
Lichtenheld, Tom. Bridget's Beret. (572452) 
il. When Bridget loses the beret that provides her 
with artistic inspiration like other great artists, she 
thinks she will never be able to draw again. (04-
07) Holt 2010 B+,K+,L,Q,C (AR/RC) $19.51 
Light, Kelly. Louise Loves Art. (572620) 
il. After drawing a picture of her cat, a young 
girl searches for the perfect place to hang her 
masterpiece. (04-08) Harper 2014 K,L,Q,W 
$20.21
McPhail, David. Andrew Draws. (630902) il. 
Andrew's scribbles with a crayon he found become 
better and better until he is making drawings so 
realistic that they come right off the page. (04-08) 
Holiday House 2014 B,K,L,W (AR/RC)  $19.49
Menchin, Scott. Grandma In Blue With Red 
Hat. (636879) Bliss, Harry il. After his teacher 
says that anything can be in an art exhibition, 
and his fellow students give myriad reasons why 
something might belong in a museum, a child 
offers his special grandmother as an exhibit but 
when the curator cites a rule against accepting 
grandmas, the child has a better idea. (04-08) 
Abrams 2015 K,L,M,W (AR) $19.49
Numeroff, Laura Joffe. Jellybeans And The 
Big Art Adventure. (684089) Munsinger, Lynn 
il. Four friends with different interests paint a 
mural on an outside wall of Mrs. Petunia Dinkley-
Sneezer's candy shop that depicts them each 
doing what they love best. (04-08) Abrams 2012 
L,Q,W (AR) $20.19  
Piven, Hanoch. My Best Friend Is As Sharp 
As A Pencil: And Other Funny Classroom 
Portraits. (720044) il. When her grandma asks 
her about school, a girl draws a class portrait, 
adding details that show what makes each person 

special. (04-08) Schwartz & Wade 2010 B,K,L,Q 
(AR) $20.21 
Polacco, Patricia. Art Of Miss Chew. (723301) 
il. A teacher encourages individuality, accepts 
learning differences, & helps a young student with 
academic difficulties get extra time for tests & 
permission to be in advanced art classes. (07-09) 
Putnam 2012 B,K,L,Q,W (AR/RC) $20.21 
Polacco, Patricia. Mr. Wayne's Masterpiece. 
(723352) il. Because she is afraid to read an 
essay aloud in English class, young Patricia is 
invited to take Mr. Wayne's drama class where 
she paints sets, participates in fun exercises, and 
memorizes every part in the play the others are 
rehearsing. (06-09) Putnam 2014 B,K,L,C,W (AR) 
$20.21
Reynolds, Peter. Dot. (748658) Vashti believes 
that she cannot draw, but her art teacher's 
encouragement leads her to change her mind. 
(05-09) Candlewick 2003 B+,K,L+,Q,W+ (AR/RC) 
$17.42 
Reynolds, Peter. Sky Color. (748905) il. 
Marisol loves to paint. So when her teacher asks 
her to help make a mural for the school library, 
she can’t wait to begin! But how can Marisol make 
a sky without blue paint? After gazing out the 
bus window and watching from her porch as day 
turns into night, she closes her eyes and starts 
to dream. (05-08) Candlewick 2012 B+,K,L,Q,W 
(AR) $17.42
Robinson, Fiona. Whale Shines: An Artistic 
Tale.  (760852) il. Encouraged by his sidekicks, 
the glow-in-the-dark plankton, a self-doubting 
whale learns that anyone can be an artist and 
everyone has something unique to contribute. 
(04-08) Abrams 2013 K,L,Q,C,W+ (AR) $20.19 

Say, Allen. Favorite Daughter. (781225) il. 
Yuriko, teased at school for her unusual name and 
Japanese ancestry, yearns to be more ordinary 
until her father reminds her of how special she is. 
(04-08) Scholastic 2013 B,K,L,Q+,M,W (AR/RC) 
$20.21 
Schaapman, Karina. Mouse Mansion. 
(781611) il. Best friends Sam and Julia love 
spending their days exploring the many rooms 
and secret hiding places of the Mouse Mansion, 
where they live with their families. (06-09) Dial 
2014 K+,L,Q,W+ $20.91
Stout, Shawn K. Penelope Crumb Finds Her 
Luck. (859209) Docampo, Valeria il. Blaming 
The Bad Luck for not being anyone's Favorite, 
fourth-grader Penelope Crumb hopes to change 
this situation by becoming the lead artist for the 
mural her class is painting for the residents of 
Potwaller's Blessed Home for the Aging. (07-10) 
Philomel 2013 K,L,Q+,M (AR/RC) $18.11 
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Sutton, Sally. Construction. (866447) 
Lovelock, Brian il. Thonk! Clonk! Clap! Visit a 
construction site, where big machines and busy 
workers dig, hoist, and hammer away to build 
a library. (03-07) Candlewick 2014 K,L+,Q+,M 
$18.81
Velasquez, Eric. Grandma's Gift. (907192)  il. 
The author describes Christmas at his grandma's 
in Spanish Harlem when she shows him art and 
Diego Velazquez's portrait of Juan de Pareja. (04-
08) Walker 2010 B,K,L,Q (AR) $19.51  
Verde, Susan. Museum. (908082) Reynolds, 
Peter il. A young girl tours and twirls through 
museum galleries experiencing different emotions 
evoked by different styles of art, and then 
expresses her energy and inspiration when she 
finds an empty canvas. (03-07) Abrams 2013 
B,K,L,Q,W $19.49  
Wiesner, David. Art & Max. (945232) il. Max 
wants to be an artist like Arthur, but his first 
attempt at using a paintbrush sends the two 
friends on a whirlwind trip through various media 
with unexpected consequences. (05-08) Clarion 
2010 B+,K+,L+,Q+,M,CA,W+ $20.21  
Yates, Louise. Dog Loves Drawing. (971828) 
il. Dog loves drawing so much that he draws his 
very own adventure. (04-08) Knopf 2012 K,L,Q,W 
(AR/RC) $19.51 
Zalben, Jane Breskin. Mousterpiece. 
(978673) il. Janson the mouse, who lives in a 
museum, becomes an acclaimed artist by copying 
the styles of paintings she sees there. Includes 
notes about the artists and works featured. (03-
07) Roaring Brook 2012 B+,K+,L,Q,W (AR/RC) 
$19.51  
Set S34952 _____ 38 Books @ $734.87

 Fiction For Older Readers
Balliett, Blue. Chasing Vermeer. (087980) 
When seemingly unrelated and strange events 
start to happen and a precious Vermeer 
painting disappears, eleven-year-olds Petra 
and Calder combine their talents to solve an 
international art scandal. (08-12) Scholastic 2004 
B+,K+,L,Q+,C+,W+ (AR/RC) $20.91 
Balliett, Blue. Pieces And Players. (087984) 
The Pieces: Thirteen extremely valuable pieces 
of art have been stolen from one of the most 
secretive museums in the world. The Players: 
Calder, Petra, and Tommy are no strangers to 
heists and puzzles. Now they've been matched 
with two new sleuths--Zoomy and Early. (08-12) 
Scholastic 2015 B,K,L,CA,W (AR/RC) $20.21 
Broach, Elise. Masterpiece. (153909) Murphy, 
Kelly il. Marvin, a beetle, and James, a human, 
team up to find a Durer drawing stolen from the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art. (10-15) Holt 2008 
B,K,L+,Q+,M,W+ (AR/RC) $19.51 
Cole, Henry. Nest For Celeste: A Story About 
Art, Inspiration, And The Meaning Of Home. 
(229671)  il. Celeste, a mouse longing for a real 
home, inspires teenaged Joseph, assistant to 
artist and naturalist John James Audubon, at a 
New Orleans plantation in 1821. (08-12) Harper 
2010 B,K+,L,Q,W+ (AR/RC) $19.51 
DeFelice, Cynthia C. Fort. (268332) A middle-
grade summer adventure about two boys who 
build an awesome fort and tangle with two older 
bullies. (08-12) Farrar 2015 B,K+,L,C (AR) $19.51
Fairlie, Emily. Lost Treasure Of Tuckernuck. 
(321018) Caparo, Antonio Javier il. Sixth graders 
Laurie and Bud attempt to solve an eighty-year-
old mystery at their historic school before the 
building is torn down to make way for a MegaMart. 
(08-12) Harper 2012 K,L,Q (AR/RC) $19.51 
Fitzgerald, Laura Marx. Under The Egg. 
(339553) Her grandfather's dying words lead 
thirteen-year-old Theodora Tenpenny to a 
valuable, hidden painting she fears may be stolen, 
but it is her search for answers in her Greenwich 
Village neighborhood that brings a real treasure. 
(08-12) Dial 2014 B+,K,L,Q+,M,C,W (AR/RC)  
$19.51
Malone, Marianne. Secret Of The Key: A Sixty-
Eight Rooms Adventure. (598541) Call, Greg il. 
In the Art Institute of Chicago's miniature Thorne 
Rooms, the Thorne Rooms key and a mysterious 
set of rings lead Ruthie and Jack to new historical 
eras and a woman who went missing as a young 
girl. (08-12) Random 2014 K-,L,Q (AR/RC) $19.51
Malone, Marianne. Sixty-Eight Rooms. 
(598543) Call, Greg il. Ruthie's life is boring 
until her class visits the Art Institute of Chicago, 
where she and best friend Jack discover a key 
that shrinks them small enough to explore a 
display of miniature rooms. (08-12) Random 2010 
B,K,L,Q,CA (AR/RC) $19.51 
Malone, Marianne. Stealing Magic: A Sixty-
Eight Rooms Adventure. (598547) Call, Greg 
il. Chicago sixth-graders Jack and Ruthie return to 
the Thorne Rooms at the Art Institute of Chicago 
and once again go back in time while trying to 
stop an art thief from endangering the miniature 
rooms. (08-12) Random 2011 B,K,L,Q (AR) 
$19.51 
Matti, Truus. Mister Orange. (613744) A 1940s 
New York City boy talks with Piet Mondrian, whom 
he knows only as Mr. Orange, about the war, the 
future, creativity, and color. (09-13) Enchanted 
Lion 2012 B+,K,L,Q+,M,C,W (AR) $19.49 
Rubin, Susan Goldman. Everybody Paints!: 
The Lives And Art Of The Wyeth Family. 
(769538) il. A biography of the Wyeth family 
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money. His Ferris Wheel became the most iconic 
amusement ride of all time. (06-08) Houghton 
2014 B+,K,L,Q,C,W (AR/RC) $20.21
Hale, Christy. Dreaming Up: A Celebration Of 
Building. (411981) il. A collection of concrete 
poetry, illustrations, and photographs that shows 
how young children's constructions, created 
as they play, are reflected in notable works of 
architecture from around the world. (02-08) Lee 
& Low 2012 B,K+,Q+,M+ $20.89 
Harbo, Christopher L. Easy Animal Origami. 
(418638) il. Provides instructions and photo-
illustrated diagrams for making a variety of easy 
animal origami models. (06-09) Capstone 2011 L  
$19.70 
Kugler, Tina. In Mary's Garden. (534097) il. 
In this picture book biography of Mary Nohl, we 
meet the artist as a young girl, just discovering 
her talent, and watch as her front yard sculpture 
garden comes to life. (06-09) Houghton 2015 
B,K,L,M,C,W $19.51
Laroche, Giles. If You Lived Here: Houses Of 
The World. (543076) il. Takes us inside homes 
around the world--including log cabins, houses 
on stilts, cave dwellings, boathouses, and yurts. 
(06-09) Houghton 2011 B,K,L+,Q+,M,C (AR/RC) 
$20.21  
MacLachlan, Patricia. Iridescence Of Birds: A 
Book About Henri Matisse. (594987) Hooper, 
Hadley il. An account of how young Henri Matisse 
became an artist whose paintings were vibrant 
despite the fact he grew up in a gray dismal town 
that lacked sun and natural light. (04-08) Roaring 
Brook 2014 B+,K+,L+,Q+,M,W+ (AR) $20.21
Micklethwait, Lucy. I Spy Shapes In Art. 
(641515) Presents objects with the shape of 
a heart, a triangle, a square, and other shapes 
through paintings by such artists as Magritte, 
Escher, and Matisse.(03-08) Greenwillow 2004 
B,K+,L,Q $21.61  
Morales, Yuyi. Viva Frida. (658020) il. 
Celebrates the life and art of a famous artist in 
this picture book biography of Frida Kahlo. (04-
08) Roaring Brook 2014 B,K,L+,Q+,M+,CA,W+ 
$20.21
Parker, Marjorie Blain. Colorful Dreamer: The 
Story Of Artist Henri Matisse. (700385) Berry, 
Holly il. An inspiring picture-book biography of one 
of the world's best known artists in the early 20th 
century who worked in France. (05-08) Dial 2012 
B+,K+,L+,Q+,M,C (AR/RC) $19.51  
Rau, Dana Meachen. Crafting With Duct Tape. 
(740489) Petelinsek, Kathleen il. Easy step-
by-step illustrations show how to build the skills 
needed to make amazing crafts with duct tape. 
(07-11) Cherry Lake 2014 L $21.59

of artists - N.C., Andrew, and Jamie. (08-12) 
Chronicle 2014 B+,K,L+,Q,CA (AR/RC) $19.51
Schmidt, Gary D. Okay For Now. (786850) 
il. Doug from The Wednesday Wars deals with a 
father who has lost his way, a brother accused 
of robbery, and another brother returning from 
Vietnam, but art helps him cope. (10-14) Clarion 
2011 B+,K+,L+,Q+,M,C,W (AR/RC) $19.51 
Tashjian, Janet. My Life As A Cartoonist. 
(872623) Tashjian, Jake il. Twelve-year-old 
Derek wants to train his pet monkey to help 
Umberto, a new student who uses a wheelchair, 
but Umberto would rather steal Derek's cartoon 
ideas. (09-12) Holt 2013 B,K,Q (AR/RC) $17.41
Wells, Marcia. Eddie Red, Undercover: 
Mystery In Mayan Mexico. (933257) Calo, 
Marcos il. On vacation in Mexico, Eddie Red and 
his best friend Jonah must once again rely on 
Eddie's talent for drawing and his photographic 
memory to uncover clues to catch a crook when 
Eddie's father is falsely accused of a crime. (09-
12) Houghton 2015 K,L (AR) $19.51
Wells, Marcia. Eddie Red, Undercover: 
Mystery On Museum Mile. (933259) Calo, 
Marcos il. Sixth grader Edmund Xavier Lonnrot, 
codename "Eddie Red," has a photographic 
memory and talent for drawing anything he sees. 
When the NYPD is stumped by a mastermind art 
thief, Eddie becomes their secret weapon to solve 
the case. (09-12) Houghton 2014 B,K,L,Q (AR/
RC) $19.51 
Set S34954 _____ 16 Books @ $312.14

Nonfiction For Younger Readers
Berne, Emma Carlson. What Are Graphic 
Novels? (114890) il. An introduction to graphic 
novels exploring features such as panels, drawing 
styles, dialogue bubbles, and including fiction, 
nonfiction, manga, and more! (07-10) Lerner 
2015 L,Q (AR) $26.24 
Bryant, Jennifer. Splash Of Red: The Life And 
Art Of Horace Pippin. (164425) Sweet, Melissa 
il. The inspiring story of a self-taught painter from 
humble beginnings who despite many obstacles, 
was ultimately able to do what he loved, and be 
recognized for who he was: an artist. (05-08) 
Knopf 2013 B+,K+,L,Q+,M,C (AR/RC) $20.21  

Davis, Kathryn Gibbs. Mr. Ferris And His 
Wheel. (262450) Ford, Gilbert il. It was a 
bizarre idea, presented by an eccentric engineer. 
Yes, it might be showy, but wouldn't the flimsy 
contraption collapse? Finally, the young inventor 
was told he could try--but only with his own 
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Reviews and Reading Program Abbreviations

B Booklist
C Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
K Kirkus Reviews
L School Library Journal
M Horn Book
Q Horn Book Guide
W Publishers Weekly
+ Starred review
AR Accelerated Reader® test available
RC Reading Counts® test available
CCSS   Common Core State Standards
TEKS   Texas Essential Knowledge And Skills
 And CSCOPE

Rosenstock, Barb. Noisy Paint Box: The 
Colors And Sounds Of Kandinsky's Abstract 
Art. (765108) GrandPre, Mary il. A picture book 
biography of Russian abstract painter Vassily 
Kandinsky, who experienced colors as sounds 
and sounds as colors. (04-08) Knopf 2014 
B+,K+,L,Q+,M,CA,W+ (AR/RC) $20.21 
Slade, Suzanne. House That George Built. 
(823730) Bond, Rebecca il. The story of how 
George Washington was instrumental in building 
the White House that he never got to live in. (06-
09) Charlesbridge 2012 K,L,Q,W (AR/RC) $19.49 

 
Slade, Suzanne. With Books And Bricks: 
How Booker T. Washington Built A School. 
(823744) Tadgell, Nicole il. Booker T. Washington 
had an incredible passion for learning. Born a 
slave, he taught himself to read. When the Civil 
War ended, Booker finally fulfilled his dream of 
attending school. After graduation, he was invited 
to teach in Tuskegee, Alabama. Finding many 
eager students, but no school, Booker set out 
to build his own school--brick by brick. (07-09) 
Whitman 2014 B,L,Q,C,W (AR) $19.51 
Smith, Charles R., Jr. Brick By Brick. 
(827484) Cooper, Floyd il. This moving story of 
the construction of the White House captures the 
emotion and toll of those who created the home of 
our president. (05-08)  Amistad 2013 B,K,Q,M,W  
$20.21  
Tate, Don. It Jes' Happened: When Bill Traylor 
Started To Draw. (872684) Christie, R. Gregory 
il. A biography of 20th-century African American 
folk artist Bill Traylor, a former slave who at 85 
began to draw pictures based on memories and 
observations in Alabama. (06-11) Lee & Low 2012 
B+,K+,L,Q+,M,W (AR/RC) $20.19  
Winter, Jeanette. Henri's Scissors. (956792) 
il. Step into the colorful world of Henri Matisse and 
his magnificent paper cut-outs. (05-08) Beach 
Lane 2013 B+,K,L,Q+,M,CA,W+ (AR/RC) $19.51 

Winter, Jonah. Just Behave, Pablo Picasso! 
(956932) Hawkes, Kevin il. The story of how 
Pablo Picasso painted the way he wanted to paint, 
and left the world speechless! (06-08) Scholastic 
2012 B+,K,L+,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR/RC) $20.91 
Set S34955 _____ 19 Books @ $390.13

Nonfiction For Older Readers
Amara, Philip. So, You Want To Be A Comic 
Book Artist?: The Ultimate Guide On How To 
Break Into Comics! (053245) il. A step-by-step 
guide to creating, publishing, and marketing your 
first comic book, with tips from artists who make 
comics for a living! (08-12) Aladdin 2012 B,Q (RC) 
$19.51 
Greenberg, Jan. Mad Potter: George E. Ohr, 
Eccentric Genius. (397756) il. From family bad 
boy to artistic genius, follow the life of the world's 
most enigmatic and eccentric potter, George Ohr. 
(08-12) Roaring Brook 2013 B+,K,L+,Q+,M,C,W 
(AR/RC) $20.21 
Rubin, Susan Goldman. Diego Rivera: An 
Artist For The People. (769509) il. A picture 
book biography of Diego Rivera, the Mexican 
painter and muralist. (08-12) Abrams 2013 
B+,K,L+,Q,C (AR/RC) $22.99 
Set S34956 _____ 3 Books @ $62.71

(Prices subject to change)

For detailed Common Core or Texas State 
Standards information visit www.btsb.com




